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Creating and maintaining technical publications is often a ceaseless process. End-
users get to know products through these publications, so they have a direct impact 
on customer satisfaction. In some industries, the cost of these publications is as 
high as 12% of the product development costs. But, they are offered at no extra cost 
and are delivered along with the product at the end of the development lifecycle. 
Customer service departments of these companies are forced to produce high-
quality, user-friendly publications within a short lead time, at a marginal cost.

Businesses thus need a solution that:

•	 Delivers world-class technical publications,

•	 Improves customer service,

•	 Yields operational cost savings

These savings can be channeled back into product research and development, 
aimed at reducing the product cost in the first place.

Technical Publication

Industrialized approach 
to technical publications 
management



Our Technical Publication Services

Our technical publication solution is a part of Capgemini Group’s Global Engineering 
Services portfolio – a strategic offer bringing together a range of services from 
design to PLM, including testing, to help firms reduce time-to-market, improve quality 
and increase competitiveness of their products. It is an industrialized approach, 
designed to suit engagements of all sizes. Delivered from the world’s largest offshore 
technical publication factory, it makes for an end-to-end solution, aimed at delivering 
substantial savings.

An engagement will typically start with a flash diagnosis study of your current 
Technical Publication practice and benchmarking against the best-in-class. Then, 
a business case will be made to achieve your goals. Accordingly, a solution will be 
collaboratively designed. Be it a complete outsourcing of your technical publication 
production or supporting you with experts to handle the peak load - we have a 
solution for everyone.

Differentiators:

•	 World’s largest offshore Technical Publication Factory with more than 500 qualified 
resources and the flexibility to ramp-up teams based on demand

•	 More than 2 million hours of experience in authoring, more than 400,000 hours of 
experience in illustrations and wiring and over 250,000 total tasks revised/created

•	 A pay-per-use engagement model for unit-based pricing model 

•	 Management of complete workflow by the Technical Process Manager tool - a 
single, in-house developed tool for project management

•	 Industrialized process with KPI-based delivery commitments

•	 Quicker start, with a readily available platform armed with process and tools

•	 Allows you to keep pace with the industry dynamics in terms of emerging 
standards and tools, thereby enabling continuous improvement

Salient Features: Technical Publication Factory

•	 Consulting services in benchmarking and business process 
re-engineering of clients’ Technical Publication practice 

•	 End-to-end creation/maintenance of all types of technical 
publications and training

•	 Localization/language translation services for technical publications

•	 Legacy conversion/migration services (from old standard/tool/
technology to the latest)



Value Proposition:

•	 Quick turnaround time; reduced costs and time-to-market

•	 End-to-End solution that enables outsourcing of your entire Technical 
Publication practice

•	 Ready-to-use infrastructure, methods and a process that helps in reduced setup 
cost and quick transition

•	 Industrialized Rightshore® approach to deliver complex projects

•	 Unit price model that helps in attractive commercial pricing and less commitment 
from the customer

End-to-End Process

Technical Publication – Generic Delivery Process
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Proven Capability
Implementation of large-scale offshore-centric solution for a leading 
aerospace OEM

A world leader in the airplane manufacturing industry sought a solution to efficiently 
tackle the multiple tools, standards and processes they had accumulated while 
they grew via acquisition and to translate their huge backlog of engineering data 
into technical publications. The Capgemini Group provided a massive offshore-
centric solution, with over 95% of production work executed from offshore, and 
enabled process transformation to achieve standardization across multiple units. 
We also helped the airplane manufacturer reduce the backlog by a flexible and 
scalable model combined with multi-skilling and adopted a collaborative approach 
to transition, which helps them in an effective and quick commencement of 
engagement, to date.

About Capgemini 
and Sogeti

With more than 130,000 people 
in 44 countries, Capgemini is one 
of the world’s foremost providers 
of consulting, technology and 
outsourcing services. The Group 
reported 2012 global revenues of 
EUR 10.3 billion. Together with its 
clients, Capgemini creates and 
delivers business and technology 
solutions that fit their needs and 
drive the results they want. A 
deeply multicultural organization, 
Capgemini has developed its own 
way of working, the Collaborative 
Business Experience™ and draws 
on Rightshore®, its worldwide 
delivery model.

Sogeti is a leading provider of 
technology and software testing, 
specializing in Application, 
Infrastructure and Engineering 
Services. Sogeti offers cutting-edge 
solutions around Testing, Business 
Intelligence & Analytics, Mobile, 
Cloud and Cyber Security. Sogeti 
brings together more than 20,000 
professionals in 15 countries and has 
a strong local presence in over 100 
locations in Europe, USA and India. 
Sogeti is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of Cap Gemini S.A., listed on the Paris 
Stock Exchange.

Global Engineering Services is 
a strategic offer from the Group, 
bringing together a range of services 
from Design to Product Lifecycle 
Management, including Testing, 
to help firms to reduce their time 
to market, improve the quality 
of their products, and increase 
their competitiveness.

For more information, please visit:

www.capgemini.com/ges 
www.sogeti.com/ges

Muthu Raveendran
muthu.raveendran@capgemini.com
For more information write to: 
globales.in@capgemini.com

For more details contact:

Quality Approvals

•	 ISO 9001:2000 certified

•	 SEI-CMMi Level 5 certified 

•	 BS-7799 certified

•	 ISO 27001

•	 AS 9100C certified


